Number Ordering
Easy

Middle

Hard

Missing numbers. Make a number line or
ladder on large paper from 0-6. Can your child
write in or say the missing number? E.g. 2 is
missing.

Outside – write numbers 0-10 on large
individual pieces of cardboard. Muddle them
up - Children to try and put the numbers in the
correct order as fast as they can and then
jump/hop on the numbers, saying each
number as they jump.

Missing numbers - Children to make their own
number lines or ladders from 0-10 using large
paper strips. Are they in the correct order?
Play missing numbers – hide a number with
your hand. Which is missing? How do you
know?
Outside – write numbers 0-12 on large
individual pieces of cardboard. Muddle them
up - Children to try and put the numbers in the
correct order as fast as they can and then
jump/hop on the numbers, saying each
number as they jump.

Missing numbers - Children to make their own
number lines or ladders from 0-12 using large
paper strips. Are they in the correct order?
Play missing numbers – hid a number with
your hand. Which is missing? How do you
know?
Using number line on fence – cover 2 numbers
with paper/post it. Work against your child or
use friends or siblings to try and race to guess
which number is missing. How do they know?
(0-20).

Outside - Find some old clothes or socks that
are not needed anymore – write numbers 0-10
on these using a permanent marker. Ask your
child to try and peg the clothes on the washing
line in the correct order.
Sticky numbers – Write out numbers from 010 on individual post it notes – Ask your child
to try and stick them in the write order. They
could stick them on teddies or toys to make it
more fun.
Clock making – children to make clocks using
paper plate (0-12)

Outside - Find some old clothes or socks that
are not needed anymore – write numbers 0-12
on these using a permanent marker. Ask your
child to try and peg the clothes on the washing
line in the correct order.
Sticky numbers – Write out numbers from 0-12
on individual post it notes – Ask your child to
try and stick them in the write order. They
could stick them on teddies or toys to make it
more fun.
Clock making – children to make clocks using
paper plate (0-12)

Outside - Find some old clothes or socks that
are not needed anymore – write numbers 0-20
on these using a permanent marker. Ask your
child to try and peg the clothes on the washing
line in the correct order.
Sticky numbers – Write out numbers from 0-20
on individual post it notes – Ask your child to
try and stick them in the write order. They
could stick them on teddies or toys to make it
more fun.
Tower making – Children to make towers to 20
out of Lego or Duplo and write on numbers in
correct order using whiteboards pens.

